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HOMOLOGY BOUNDARY LINKS AND THE ANDREWS-CURTIS 
CONJECTURE 
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AN n-dimensional link of m components is a collection L = (K,, . . . . K,) of disjoint 
oriented locally Rat PL submanifolds of SncZ -each Ki homeomorphic to S”. L is a boundurp 
link if there exist disjoint oriented submanifolds (Seifert-surfaces) F,. . . . . F, of Sn+’ such 
that ?Fi = Ki(i = I.. . . , m). Boundary links are amenable to analysis by Seifer.t-matrix or 
homology-surgery techniques, especially when n > I. which often lead to concordance and 
isotopy classification results (see [6, 7, 14. IS. 203). 
In 1961 R. H. Fox expressed interest in 2-component boundary links because they could 
not bc distinguished from the trivial link by their Alexander polynomials. In 1965 
N. Smythe [243 introduced a more general class of links with this property which he called 
hornoloy~ houndur~ links. These links were dcfincd as those which admit disjoint Scifert 
surfaces { Fi ); except 3f$ is allowed to consist of scvcral components, each an oricntcd 
longitude of some K,, but whose algebraic sum is + k’,. An alternative definition is given 
by Smythc in the context of an algebraic characterization of boundary links. A link L is 
a homology boundary link if and only if the quotient n/n,, where n is the fundamental 
group of the complement of L, is a free group. If, in addition, K/K, has a basis corresponding 
to a set of meridians of L, then L is a boundary link. (n, is the intersection of the lower 
central series {n,: n 2 11 of n, where A, = n and rrn+, = [IL x.1). Smythe gave an example of 
such a link which is not a boundary link, and in [9] several other examples are given. These 
examples are all ribbon links and, therefore, concordant to boundary links. Two problems 
can be stated: 
(1.1) Is there a systematic way of constructing all homology boundary links (from 
boundary links)‘? 
(I .2) Are there homology boundary links which are not concordant to boundary links? 
Homology boundary links have arisen recently in work on the following problem: Find 
a complete set of link invariants to decide whether a link is concordant to a boundary link. 
In particular it was conjectured that all higher-dimensional links (n > I) and all those with 
vanishing Massey-products (or Milnor ji-invariants) when n = 1, are concordant to bound- 
ary links. In [23. I7 and I93 invariants arc constructed, involving group-theoretic and 
topological localization methods. whose vanishing is necessary and sufhcicnt for a link to be 
concordant to a sublink of a homology boundary link. The first author and K. Orr have 
recently announced an affirmative answer to 1.2, concrete examples being possible only by 
the techniques of this paper and [Z]. 
tThe authors were parlially supported by grams from the National Science Foundation. 
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The contribution of the present paper is a resolution of (1.1) modulo the infamous 
Andrews-Curtis conjecture Cl]. As a consequence of our results we obtain a complete 
understanding of how homology boundary links can be constructed from boundary links, 
up to concordance. This should be of some help in more fully understanding 1.2. 
The specific construction of homology boundary links to which we address ourselves is 
a process of “fusion” of some of the components of a boundary link. It was first pointed out 
in [Z], generalizing an argument in 191, that this often produces a homology boundary link 
which is not a boundary link. Our main result is that a given homology boundary link f. can 
be obtained by this fusion construction if and only if a certain invariant of L-the 
putrem-satisfies a certain algebraic criterion. In particular the truth of the Andrews -Curtis 
conjecture implies that this criterion is always satisfied. Our second result asserts that any 
pattern not satisfying this criterion is the pattern of some higher-dimensional homology 
boundary link which cannot be obtained by fusion of a boundary link. A particular 
consequence of this, which may be of some interest. is that a weakened form of the 
AndrewssCurtis conjecture is equivalent to the conjecture that all homology boundary 
links are fusions of boundary links. 
Concerning concordance, it is a corollary that every homology boundary link 
is concordant to a fusion of a boundary link (without assuming the AndrcwsCurtis 
conjccturc). 
§2. 
Let L bc an !I-dimensional link and A an arc connecting two diffcrcnt components of 
L -WC assume .4 is smooth and disjoint from f, cxccpt at its end points whrrc it is 
orthogonal to L. Choose a normal vector field I’ along :l which is also normal to L at the 
end-points. The orientation of L togcthcr with I’ and some orientation of A dcfincs an 
orientation of s” *’ at the two end-points of A. If these orientations arc diffcrcnt WC can 
perform a connected sum of the components of L conncctrd by A. using as connecting tube 
the orthogonal complement of r in a tubular neighborhood of A. The result is a new link f.’ 
with one fewer component than f.. WC will refer to I!.’ as n$r.sion of L (see [l5]). 
In particular, if a link L is obtained by a sequence of fusions, L,, -+ L, -, . . . -+ 15, = L, 
starting with a boundary link L,. we say that L is aj)rsion of a hountl~y link (FBL). It is 
shown in [2] that L is then a sublink of a homology boundary link. We arc interested in the 
question of whether or not every sublink of a homology boundary link is an FBL. Note that 
any sublink of an FBL is an FBL, so it suffices to concentrate on homology boundary links. 
We first recall an alternate definition of homology boundary link [24]. Suppose L is an 
n-dimensional link of m components with group R = rt,(S”+’ - f.); then L is a homoloyy 
boundary link (HBL) if n admits an epimorphism $:a + F. where F is a free group of rank tn. 
It is proved in [24] that L is a boundary link if and only if it admits an epimorphism 4, 
as above, with the extra requirement that, for some choice of meridian elements 
{I$. * *. 9 P m) e n. { $$I,)) is a basis of F. 
An obvious measure of the deviation of an HBL from being a boundary link is the set 
{4(~,);. This motivates the following considerations. 
Dqfinition. A m-tuplc r = (r,. . . . , rm) c F, a free group of rank nr. is a putrrrn if 
r normally pencrates F. An HBL L of m components admirs r OS a pcrrterrr if, for some 
cpimorphism 4:~ --* F and choice of meridians {/ii). 1$(/1,) = ri. 
Note that patterns can be varied. Firstly 4 can be changed by composing with any 
automorphism of F. Secondly. the meridians can be each changed by conjugation. Thus if 
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r = (r,, . . . r,,,) is a pattern for L, $ any automorphism of F and y,. . . . g, arbitrary 
elements of F. then r = (tJ(g,r, g;’ ). . . . +(y,r,g,’ )I is also a pattern for L. 
PROPOSITION 2. I .!i~ppo~e L udmits a pzttern r. Let r: dt’note the conjugclcy class qf r, in 
f. TItrn uny puttrrn udmirreci h_~ L hus (1 rrpresenturiw among (li/(r: 1. . . , I(/(rZ,)) whew ti 
is some outer uutomorphism c$ F. Thus the nt-ruplr r* = (r:. . . . . rzb. Up to the ucrion Of 
0~ (F). is un inwriunt qfrhr link L. 
Proc$ Given patterns r, r’. consider the (p,. 4) (&. 4’) which realize them. For some (Vi 1. 
\ve have 1~; = qi/c,~,. Let II/ be the automorphism d;’ -4 -’ where 4 and 8’ are the 
isomorphisms from G G,, to F which are induced by 4 and 4’ (using [26]). Then 
r; = $(4(q,) r,f#dv i)- ‘1. 
Restating Smythe’s other result, one has: 
PROPOSITION 2.2. L is 11 hozrntl~zry link iJ’and onlp if L admits (.‘I,, . . . , x,,,) as (I pczttern. 
Since there are HBLs which are not boundary links [24, 93. there are sets of patterns 
kvhich do not contain (s,. . . . , ?I~). Moreover, by 1.1, it is possible to decide whether an 
HBL (with some known pattern) is a boundary link, exactly when it is possible to dccidc 
whcthcr or not (r,. . . , r,] is a set of conjupatcs of pcncrators of F. 
Unfortunately, the set of patterns says nothing about link concordance, since: 
f’ro($ Suppose (r, . . . . . r,,,) is any pattern in a free group P with basis (_Y,. . . , x,,,). 
Suppose .v, = 1 1 qlkr:,qIb whcrc rlk is some r,, I: = f I and 11,~ e F. (ij = q- ‘). It suffices to 
II 
product a ribbon link whose group maps onto 
with jr, mapping to y, since E maps onto i: by sending .Y, to x, and J, to r,. Since E is 
normally pcneratcd by the J,, and is n, of a _ T-complex with trivial If?, E is the fundamental 
group of the complement of a “link” of n-disks properly cmbcddcd in B”*’ (n large) with 
1: as meridians [I I]. Thcrcforc E posscsscs ;I “Wirtingcr presentation” with respect to 
I , 
111.~ . . * Jnll ! (we, for example, s:! of [ IO] or see [27], [ZS] ). Hence (following [IO]) one may 
construct ribbon disks in iw’ x [0, I] whose complement has group E. The boundary of 
thcsc disks is the desired ribbon link. n 
If (r,. . , r,,,) is a pattern then I-Y,, . . . , s,lr, = . . . = r,,, = 1: presents the trivial 
group. so the latter can bc transformed to IX,. . . . , x,Ix, = . . . = x,,, = I) by Tietze 
moves. It is a conjccturc. essentially due to Andrews and Curtis, that in fact (r,, . . . , r,)can 
bc transformed to (.Y,, . . , , .Y,,,) by a scquencc of “moves.” called the Andrews-Curtis 
moves [I. 221. These are as follows: 
hf,: 
h12: 
hl,: 
hf,: 
hl,: 
ill,: 
add a generator .rc and a relation x = I; 
rcplacc ri by r,- I ; 
replace ri by r: ’ ri for some j # i: 
replace r, by )vr,)1’ whcrc H’ is a word in the gcncrators; 
delete a generator x and a relation .Y = 1 (if .Y does not appear in any other 
relation): 
Replace every ri by q5(ri), whose d, is an automorphism of F. 
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These moves have been called Q** -equivalences (see [21, 231). We use the terminology 
ilC-ryuiralmcr. A pattern is called AC-cricial if it is AC-equivalent to the empty pattern. An 
AC-trivial pattern can be transformed to the empty pattern without using M, (see [?I]). 
The set of AC-equivalence classes of patterns forms an abelian semi-group: if r is 
a pattern in F and r’ is a pattern in F’. then we can consider the pattern r u r’ in F l F’. (see 
[Zl]). The empty pattern defines the identity element. Thus the notion of incertibiliry makes 
sense. A weakening of the Andrews-Curtis conjecture is that every pattern is invertible. (see 
[S]). By Proposition 2.1 any two patterns of an HBL are AC-equivalent. The relevance of 
these notions to fusions of boundary links (FBL) is given by: 
PROPOSITIOK 2.4. AnJ FBL is u strblink of‘an HBL with an AC-tririul (hence incrrtihle) 
puttern. 
Using 2.3. it is easy to see that any link with an invertible pattern is a sublink of a link 
with AC-trivial pattern. We postpone the proof of this Proposition until the next section. 
Our main results are the following theorems. 
THEOREM 2.5. [\‘L is an IfBL with inrertihle patrern. then L is an FBL. 
TtlwRw 2.6. !j’ L is trn HBL whose group is free. then L is an FBL ij’anrl only ij’its 
putfern is inwrlihle. 
Since, by the tcchniqucs of [ I I]. any pattern is rcalizahlc by a link, whose group is free, 
of (ambient) dimension 5 or grcatcr. a non-invertible pattern would yield an HBL which is 
not an FBI,. One can also obtain such links in topological 4-sphcrcs, but the classical 
dimension is open. 
I’roof’of Thcwwr 2.5. WC first consider the case of an’ AC-trivial pattern. 
For any link I.. dcfinc a ptrrallel pu.shr!fl to be a link 1.’ obtained by augmenting I_ by 
a copy of one of its components translated o!T using a normal vector field (which, in 
dimension I, has zero winding number). Dcnotc this operation by + p,-the sign corrcs- 
ponds to the orientation of the new component and i is the number of the rclcvant 
component of L. If f p, is followed by a fusion of the j-th component of L (i #j) with the 
new component along an arc A whose interior is disjoint from the “annulus” s” x [O. I] 
which spans the i-th component and its pushoff, then the composite operation is 
a huntllr-slide in which the j-th component is slid over f i-th component. 
WC now enumerate some geometric transformations of a link: 
0, : adjoin a trivial component. 
n;: reverse the orientation of r-th component. 
+ (jy: slide r-th component over f s-th component. 
tj4 : no change. 
II is understood that each of these transformations may be combined with an ambient 
isotopy. 
LL;MMA 3.1. If L is a link wirh pattern r, und r’ is obtainedfiom r by a sing& more Mi 
(I 2 i 5 4). thrn L mu? be trunsfijrmed by move 8, to a link L.’ with puttern 8. 
Pry/I The cast i = I. 2 are clear while i = 4 is clear from the discussion preceding 2.1. 
i:or the case i = 3, we first discuss links in SJ. 
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Choose an arc A connecting the i-th and j-th component of L. but otherwise disjoint 
from L. and set K = Lu A. Let G = n,(S’ - f.). n = n,(S’ - K) and so G = n/(t) where 
t is represented by a small loop around A. Suppose 4: G + F defines the pattern r and {,ui 1 
are the meridians satisfying 4(pi) = ri. Let K’ = K’ u I’ where I’ is a parallel push-off of I. 
the i-th component of L. disjoint from K. It is not hard to see that H = n1 (S’ - K’) can be 
obtained from n by adjoining two generators x. x’ meridians of I, I’, and relations ~1 = XX’. 
[x. j.,] = t and [x’, ii] = 1, where pi is a lift of pi into n and ii is the longitude of 1. The 
natural homomorphism II -+ H is defined by thickening 1 to contain I’, in order to require K’ 
lie in a regular neighborhood of K. There is also an obvious splitting homomorphism H + n 
defined by x + PI. x’ -. 1. 
Now I$: G + F extends to 6: H 4 F’, where F’ is the free group defined by adding a new 
generator z to F. as follows: 
6(.x’) = :. B(x) = ri:-‘, B(c) = 1 (note that 4(&) = I). 
Finally we can construct L’ from K’ by thickening the arc A to a ribbon (twisted) and 
then removing a longitudinal slice from it. This shows that n,(SJ - L’) can be obtained 
from H by adding a relation gx * ‘g -‘p, = 1, where g En depends on the choice of A. We 
can choose A so that y maps to any prescribed element of G-in particular we can choose 
A SO that ye. Thus &( gx*‘g-‘pj) = (rii-I)*’ r,. Now consider L’ to have meridians 
l’,, . . . 1 pi,. . . . ~ m, I’ where x is the meridian of the i-th component. and consider the 
composition n,(S’ - L’) 4 F’/((r,r - ‘) * ‘r,) 4 F where the first homomorphism is in- 
duccd by 4 and the second is defined by z + r,* ’ r,. The resulting pattern on L’ is thcrcforc. 
1 
r,, . . . , ri. . . . , Tm, rjt ‘Yi. 
This argument will also work for higher-dimensional links with the simplifications that 
G = n and any rcfercnce to f or 1, should be expunged. n 
ProoJ It is clear that we can adjoin trivial components all at the beginning, keeping 
them out of the way of the other moves when necessary. It suffices to show that a U,-move 
followed by a O,-move can be replaced by a O,-move followed by a O,-move. We only need 
worry about the case where the U,-move is performed on one of the components involved in 
the handle slide. In this case it is easy to see that: I!I’~o + o;l = T O;l~~O;. The tubes used in 
the handle slides on the two sides of the equation are the same. m 
LEMMA 3.3. If L transfirms to L’ by a sequence o/handle slides. then L trun.$rms to L’ b) 
a sequence of purullel pushoffs followed by a sequence of/usions. 
Proc$ Let /II denote the operation of fusing the r-th and s-th component. Since any 
handle slide is a parallel push-off followed by a fusion ( f 0’; = fi,. 0 f p, ifs’ is the number 
of the new parallel component) it suffices to observe that f p, of,, =x5, ‘J f p, if r is not the 
number of the new fused component, while f JJ,o~,, = fs,~~fs.,~o _+ p,, s’ _+ p, if r is the 
number of the new fused component, on the left side of the equation, while s’, I’ are the 
numbers of the new parallel components of s, t on the right side. 
Now suppose L is a link with pattern r which can be transformed to the empty pattern 
by a sequence of moves M, - M,. By omitting M, we may instead assume that r trans- 
forms to a pattern r’ whose elements form a basis. By Lemma 3.1, we can transform L. by 
a sequence of lli (1 5 i 5 4). to a link L.’ with pattern r’. By Smythe’s theorem L’ is 
a boundary link. 
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By Lemma 3.2. we can assume that all O,-moves occur first-let L” be the resulting link. 
Now notice that any tl,-move is its own inverse and any e),-move is the inverse of another 
O,-move (see e.g. [ I?]). 
Thus L’ transforms to L” by a sequence of Oz and O,-moves and, by Lemma 3.2. we can 
assume all the O,-moves occur first. Since f12. applied to a boundary link. yields a boundary 
link, L” is obtained from a boundary link by a sequence of handle slides. By Lemma 3.2 we 
see that L” is obtained from a boundary link by a sequence of fusions, since a parallel 
push-off of a boundary link is a boundary link. 
This shows that any link with an AC-trivial pattern is an FBL (a sublink of an FBL is an 
FBL). To complete the proof of Theorem 2.5. we invoke Prop. 2.3. If L has an invertible 
pattern r. so that r u r’ is AC-trivial. let L’ be a link with pattern r’. Now L is a sublink of the 
disjoint union L u L’. which has pattern r u r’. By the above argument L u L’ is an FBL. 
Proofof Theorem 2.6. Suppose L is an HBL with group n and epimorphism $: n -. F. If 
it is free, then $ is an isomorphism, since Ker $ = n o; we will use I(/ to identify n with F and 
meridians /ii of 7c with a pattern r = (rl. . . . , rm) of L. 
Suppose L is an FBL. Then, by 2.4, L is a sublink of an HBL L’ with AC-trivial pattern 
r’ = (r;, . . . , r;) in a free group F’. Let n’ be the group of L’ with meridians [IL:) so that, 
under the epimorphism 4: x’ + F’, cb(p:) = ri. We may assume that pi, nt + I 5 i 5 n. 
arc the meridians of the components of L’ - L; thus we have a natural isomorphism 
n = 7r’/(/l:, + , , . . . , pi). We may also alter {I+, rii so that 11: maps to /ci I I i 5 nr. Since 
Kcr(I, = n:,, and n,,, = I. we deduce an isomorphism F’/(rk+ ,, . . . , r:) z F, under which 
rl - r, for I s i 5 m. C‘onsidcr the epimorphism I’: F’ -+ I: induced by this isomorphism. WC 
may identify F’ with a free product F + I;“, whcrc V is free, so that 11 is the projection on the 
first factor ([ 131, p. 132); note that (ra + , , . . . , rb) is normally pencratod by Y’. Now wc 
may write r; = r,q,, for I 5 i 5 m. where qie (f”‘) = (r;, ,, . . . , r:). Thus ;I scqucncc of 
A(‘-transform~itic)ns will transform r’ to r” = (r,, . . . , rm. rb, ,, . . . , r:). WC now perform 
a similar transformation to (rb + , , . . . , r:). We write r: = s,h, for some s, E F”. It, fz (E’). 
Since r normally gcncratcs r, it also normally gcncrates (F) in F’; thus a scqusncc of 
AC-cquivalcnccs transforms r” to r = (r,. . . . , r,, s,, ,, . . . , s.). Consideration of the 
projection F’ 4 Y’ shows that s = (s, + 1, . . . , s,) normally gencratcs F”. Thus WC’ have 
shown that the AC-trivial pattern r’ is AC-equivalent to r = r u s. This shoivs that r is 
invertible and Theorem 2.6 is proved. n 
Proc~jojfrop. 2.4. Clearly a fusion is a handle-slide followed by dclstion of ;I compon- 
ent. Then it is easy to see that a sequence of fusions is a sequence of handlc-slides followed 
by deletion of components. Thus a FBL is a sublink of a link which transforms to 
a boundary link via handle-slides. Now the argument of Lemma 3.1 may bc slightly 
modified to show that handle-slides preserve the AC-equivalence class of a pattern. Mcrcly 
allow y to be arbitrary, note that &( ~)EF and send z to ~$(~g)-‘rf’$(y)r~. n 
COROLLARY 4.1. Any HBL is concordunr to an FBL. 
This will follow from Theorem 2.5, together with: 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let F. F’ be free groups with patterns r = (r,, 1 YZ i 5 nf) and r’ = (rl), 
respectively. Suppose c#J:F’ 4 F is an epimorphism satisfying qb(r:) = r, for i 5 m and 
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d(ri) = 1 for i > m. Suppose L is an n-link with pattern r. Then there exist an n-link L’ with 
pattern AC-equivalent to r’ such that L is concordant to a sublink of L’. 
To prove the corollary we, therefore, have to construct. for any F. r, a suitable f’. r’ 
4 where r’ is AC-trivial and apply Theorem 2.5. If (xi) is a basis of F. let F’ be the free group 
generated by elements {xi. yili I m) and define 4 by 4(x,) = xi, &(yi) = ri. To define r’, 
choose elements wi of F’ which are a product of terms of the form y,j’ ‘g-l, where g is 
a word in x,, . . . , x,,,, and such that &(wi) = xi. Now set r: = y, for i 5 m and 
rl = .Xi-,Wi-l’m for i > m. It is easy to see that r’ is AC-equivalent to (.K~. yi). 
Proofof Proposition. For the case n = I, we use the main results of [ 171. The formula- 
tion we require is more general than that presented in [17] but the argument is identical. 
Recall from [I63 that any one-dimensional link L defines an element Z~E H,(n). where 
n is the quotient of n,(S3 - L) by the normal closure of the longitude elements. Suppose we 
are given a choice of meridian elements {pi} E n, a homomorphism 4: r -+ G. and an 
epimorphism p: P + G. Also let {pi) E P be given so that p(bi) = 4(/ii). 
THEOREM A. Suppose that: 
(i) 4 and 11 are 2-connected 
(ii) 4(n) normully generutes G 
(iii) b,(*,) = 0 
(iv) {/Ii ) normally generutes P. 
Then L is concordunl lo another link L’ wifh group n’ trntf nrerditrns I/l: 1 which drnif.s 1111 
epimorphism 4’: K’ 4 P such fhcrt Cp’(pi) = pi. 
The proof of Theorem A is the same as the major part of the proof of Thcorrm I 
in [17]. In [17] a “calibrated” link is shown to be concordant to an E; link. If we Ict G of 
Thcorcm A replace the calibration group (also called G) in [ 171 and P of Thcorcm A replace 
c in [ 171 we can take the argument over from [ 171 word for word. 
Now suppose L is an HBL with pattern r in F. Let P = F’/(ri : i > m) and +0: P -+ b 
induced by 4. Since H,(F) = 0, we conclude from Theorem A, that L is concordant to a link 
I!.’ with group n’, meridians {c(i) and epimorphism 4’: II’ -, P so that (6’(,1:) = r: (I S i 5 VI). 
Since P is an E-group (see [23X we now apply Theorem 4 of [I61 in a somewhat more 
explicit form which, in fact, follows from the proof. The argument exhibits L’ as a sublink of 
a link L” with group n” and homomorphism 4”: n” + F’. which is a lift of 4’ and maps the 
new meridians to {r::i > m). Thus a pattern for L” if given by r” = [r;) where ry = r; for 
i > m and r;’ I r; mod(r;:i > m) for i 5 m. But this pattern is clearly AC-equivalent to r’. 
The cases n > I are more elementary. If n is even, then every HBL is concordant to 
a trivial link by [3], [S]. so we assume n 2 3. We can make use of the well-known I : I 
correspondence between m-component links (with specified meridians) of dimension n and 
pairs (X, a), where X is a closed (n + 2)-manifold homology equivalent to a connected sum 
of m copies of S’ x S”+’ and z = (2,. . . . , a,,,) is a set of normal generators of n,(X) with 
a choice of normal framing of imbedded representatives of each zi. The correspondence is 
defined by doing surgery on S” l 2 along the link components-then Q corresponds to the 
meridians-or, conversely, by doing surgery on {zi} to produce Snt2 and using the 
transverse sphere of the surgery as link components. We call (X, z) the surgery manqold of 
the corresponding link. 
We also notice that, under this correspondence, two links are concordant if and only if 
their corresponding surgery manifolds (X, a) and (X’, r’) are homology cobordant i.e. there 
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exists a pair (I+‘, /?) where K’ is a homology cobordism from X to A” (.Y 4 N’and X’ + I+’ 
are homology equivalences), B = (/I,, . . , j3,) normally generates x,( M’) and xi. z; are 
conjugate to pi in XI ( U’), for every i. 
Now let L. r, F, r’, F’, 4 be as in the hypothesis of the Proposition. Since n 2 3 we may, 
after a concordance, assume that II,@“+’ - f.) + F is an isomorphism and so r can be 
identified with the meridians of L. Let (X, r) be the surgery manifold of (f_ r). As pointed 
out above. we may choose a basis (.v,, yi) for F’ so that 4 :_Y,) is a basis of F and 4(yi) = 1. 
Perform a I-surgery on X for each _vi to obtain X’. x,(X’) can be identified with f’ and we 
consider the pair (X’, r’) and its associated link L’. Obviously r’ is a pattern of 15’. Consider 
the sublink L” corresponding to r’,, . . . . rr: that is. construct the surgery manifold (X”, r”) 
of {L”.r;. . . . , rk} from X’ by doing surgery on rk+ , . . . . , rk +k and setting 
r” = (r;, . . . , rk). Note that x,(X”) = F’/(r;: i > m). Now we only need observe that L” is 
concordant to L. or that (X. r) is homology cobordant to (.U”. r”). We have a homology 
cobordism IV naturally given by the l-handles added to X. for each _v+ and the 2-handles 
added to X’ for each rl (i > m). But K, (If’) z x,(X”) = F’j(r;: i > m,) and the elements ri 
and r; (i 5 m) do not necessarily correspond. To correct this problem, consider the natural 
epimorphism n,(w) 2 F’/(rl; i > m) -+ F. under which t-i and ri do correspond (i 5 m). We 
can do surgery of index 2 on &‘to make this an isomorphism and then surgery of index 3 to 
kill the 2-dimensional homology which is created. The result is a homology cobordism tY’ 
with n, (W’) = F and we arc done. 
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